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Abstract 
Conduche. D. and C. Rodriguez-Fernindez, Non-abelian tensor and exterior products module 
q and universal q-central relative extension, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 78 (1992) 
139-160. 
The notions of tensor product modulo q and exterior product modulo q of two G-crossed 
modules, where q is a positive integer and G is a group, are introduced and some properties are 
given. As an application we give the condition for the existence of a universal q-central relative 
extension of a surjective group homomorphism and describe this extension as an exterior 
product modulo q. 
Introduction 
In (lo] Kervaire proves that, given a group G, there exists a universal central 
extension E of G if and only if G is perfect, that is H,(G) = 0; in this case the 
kernel of the map E+ G is H,(G). 
In [12] Loday introduces the notion of relative extension of a group epimor- 
phism CY : G+ Q by a Q-module A and proves that a universal central relative 
extension exists if and only if Ker cx = [Ker a, G]. 
In [2] Brown shows that, if q is a positive integer and if G is a q-perfect group, 
that is H,( Q, Z/q) = 0, there is a universal q-central extension of G given 
by 
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where GA’ G is a non-abelian exterior product. 
The main result of this paper (Theorem 2.11) is an analogue of Loday’s result 
in the case of q-central extensions, or alternatively, of Brown’s result in the 
relative case. 
In Section 1 we introduce the tensor product modulo q, M@’ N, and the 
exterior product module q, M A4 N, of two G-crossed modules, so generalizing 
definitions of [2] and [5] ( see also [17]). We give some properties of these 
products; in particular, we show the existence of an interesting homomorphism 
M EY4 N+ M By N (Theorem 1.22), which is not actually needed for the proof 
of the main theorem. 
In Section 2 we introduce q-central relative extensions and prove that, given a 
short exact sequence of groups 
there exists a universal q-central relative extension of (Y if and only if N = 
N #y G, where N #y G is the subgroup of G generated by [N, G] and elements 
nq, n E N (Theorem 2.11). 
The existence of the universal q-central relative extension could be obtained by 
an adaptation of the proof of Loday’s theorem [12, Theorem 21. However, since 
the proof of Theorem 2.11 is independent of Theorem 1.22, the proof we give is 
simpler and, thanks to the use of non-abelian exterior product, it gives a precise 
description of the extension. 
Universal central relative extensions have nice applications, for instance in 
algebraic K-theory [12]. In a similar way we hope to give applications at the mod 
q version in algebraic K-theory with coefficients’. 
To make this paper easier to read we recall some definitions that will be well 
known to specialists; we give complete proofs only for new results. 
Notations. Every group action considered is from the left and written with an 
exponent on the left, for instance ‘,. In keeping with this choice commutators 
are left commutators and written [a, b] = aba-lb-‘. Furthermore, any group acts 
on itself via conjugation. We denote by q a non-negative integer. 
1. Tensor and exterior products module q of two G-crossed modules 
Recall that, given a group G, a G-crossed module is a group homomorphism 
p : M+ G with an operation of G on M such that, for g E G and for m,m’ E M 
one has 
(a) 4’m) = Mm)g-‘, 
’ 1980 A.M.S. classification: 20 J 05, 18 G 99. 
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(b) wL(nz) m’ = mm’m-‘. 
Let Al. : M -+ G and u : N* G be two G-crossed modules and consider the 
pullback 
(pull) ?i, 
I 
M-G 
LetK=Mx,;N={( m, n) 1 m E M, n E N, P(m) = v(n)}. In this diagram each 
group acts on any other group via its image in the group G. 
Definition 1.1. The tensor product mod&o q, M B3” N, of the G-crossed modules 
t_~ and v is the group generated by the symbols m C3 n and{ k}, m E M, n E N, 
kE K with the following relations for m,m’ EM, n,n’E N, k,k’E K: 
m@nn’=(m@n)(“m@‘n’), 
mm’@n=(“‘m’@‘“n)(m@n), 
{k}(m@n){k}~’ = X”m@““n, 
I 
{kk’} = {k} ‘fi (~,k~'~("'~"*'~~k')')(kl) , 
,=I 
[{k}, {k’}] = r,kq 64 m2k“’ , 
{(m”m-‘, “mm-‘)} = (m C3 n)” . 
Definition 1.2. The exterior product module q, M A4 N, of the 
modules p and v is the quotient of the tensor product M @‘N 
7r,k@7r2k=1, kEK; 
in other words, the group M A4 N is the quotient of the group 
subgroup generated by the set {(m C3 n) 1 (m, n) E K}. 
Let mAn be the image of m @ n in MA“ N. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
two G-crossed 
by the relation 
(7) 
M@“N by the 
Lemma 1.3. We have two group homomorphisms .$ : M 8“ N-+ M and 
5’ : M 8” N+ N defined by 
<(m@n) = m”m-’ , 6((k)) = m,k” , 
c’(m@n) = mnn~’ , e’({k}) = ‘ir2k“ . 
Furthermore, these homomorphisms factor through M A” N. 
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Proof. Left as an exercise. 0 
Remark 1.4. Let ?J = (5, 5’) : MB’ N + M A” N- M X,; N be the canonical 
homomorphism, given, for x E A4 8’ N, by ax = (51, 6’~). In the case q = 1 the 
map ?I is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 1.5. (i) Let m,m’,m”E M and n,n’,n”E N be such that pm = un = un” 
and pm’ = pm” = vn’; then 
(ii) Let k,k’ E K and suppose that [k, k’] = 1; then 
~,k“~~,k’=l=n,k~~~kty, 
and in particular n,k” 8 n,k” = 1 = rr,kmq @ rr?k” 
(iii) Let m E M, n E N, k E K. Then 
{k}(m C3 mn,km“)’ = (m C3 n?k”){k} , 
(~,kY@n))‘{k} = {k}(r,k-“@n). 
Proof. (i) By relation (5), 
m”q@n”r! = [{(ml’, n’)}, {(m, n”)}] = [{(m, n”)}, {(ml’, n’)}]-’ 
= (m” @ n’q))’ = [{( m, n)}, {(m’, n’)}]P’ = m” C3 12~ . 
(ii) Since “rr,k = r,k and ‘n2k’ = 7.r2(kktkm’) = r2k’, it is easily seen from 
relation (1) that r,k’l@ r?k’ = (r,k@ n2k’)” = {[k, k’]} = (1) = 1 by relation 
(6). The second equality works the same way. 
(iii) Using relations (1) and (3) one gets 
1 = m @J ‘rr2(kYk-“) = (m @ n2k”)(““m (8’” n2kmq) 
=(mC3~2k”){k}(m@~2k~“){k}~‘. 
The second equality holds the same. 0 
Recall that Brown-Loday’s tensor product, M C3 N, is the group generated by 
elements m @ n, m E M, n E N and subject to relations (1) and (2) above [3]. 
Furthermore, Brown-Loday’s exterior product, MAN, is the group generated by 
elements mAn, m E M, n E N and subject to relations (l), (2) and (7) [3,4]. 
Proposition 1.6. Let [M, N] be the normal subgroup of K = M X, N generated by 
elements (m”m _ ‘, “‘nn _ ’ ), m E M, n E N. Then there is a commutative diagram 
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M@NA M@‘N - K/[M, N]- I 
I I II 
0 
MAN-MAYN - KI[M, N]- 1 
with exact rows. 
Proof. The homomorphism cp is given by cp(m 8 n) = m @ ~1. The proof is essen- 
tially in [2, Proposition 111. 0 
Remark 1.7. The subgroup [M, N] of the group K contains the commutator 
subgroup [K, K] of K since, for k,k’ E K 
1.8. We have actions of the group G on the group M @‘N (resp. MA“ N) given 
by “(m @ n) = (‘, @ “n) (resp. “(mAn) = ( “mAfin)) and “{k} = {‘k} for m E M, 
n E N, k E K and g E G. These actions plainly commute with relations (1) to (7); 
for instance, 
“({k}(m@n){k}-‘)= {“k}(“wWn){“k}-‘) 
= Qy(gm) B Qq(gn) = g(kem 8 kqn) . 
Recall from [7] (see also [3, 131) the following definition: 
Definition 1.9. A crossed square is a commutative diagram of groups 
N-G 
” 
endowed with an action of G on each group and a function h : M X N-+ L such 
that 
(i) p, v and a = VA’ = PA are crossed modules, and the maps A and A’ 
preserve the actions of G; 
the function h has the following properties for m,m’ E M, n,n’ E N, 1 E L and 
gE G: 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Ah(m, n) = m”(‘)m- , A’h(m, n) = pL(“‘)m-’ , 
h( Al, n) = 1”1-’ , h(m, A’l) = “‘ll-’ , 
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(iv> h(mm’, n) = “‘h(m’, n)h(m, n) ) h(m, nn’) = h(m, n)“h(m, n’) ) 
(9 h(“m, 52) = Kh(m, n) . 
The following property of crossed squares is given in [13]: 
Lemma 1.10. Consider a crossed square with the notation in Definition 1.9. Then: 
(i) with the actions induced by the images in G the morphisms A and A’ are 
crossed modules and every composite morphism in the square diagram is a crossed 
module; 
(ii) the actions of M on Ker A’ and of N on Ker A are trivial; 
(iii) for 1,l’ E L one has h( Al, A’l’) = [l, I’]. 0 
Example 1.11. The square (pub) with h(m, n) = (m”m-‘, “‘nn~‘) is a crossed 
square. 
Example 1.12. The squares 
(W 
M-G !J 
and 
E’ 
MAN-N 
(bf’) < 
I I 
1’ 
M-G U 
with ,$(m @ n) = m”m-‘, (‘(m @ n) = “‘nn~’ and h(m, n) = m @ n (resp. 
h(m, n) = mAn) are crossed squares (see [3]). 
Lemma 1.13. Let x E cp(M (23 N), m E M and n E N; then the following equalities 
hold for any positive integer t: 
sx- I @ (“‘-‘+‘n’) = X-l+l(ll’x)X/-I- I ) 
(8) 
m-I @ m’-‘+‘t,X = ,,l-~+~xrlI’-‘+~x- I . 
(9) 
Proof. Consider formula (8) in M @ N. As the square (bl) is a crossed square we 
have, by Definition 1.9(iii), 
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Then the homomorphism cp carries this equality in M @‘N. 
Formula (9) is an immediate application of Definition 1.9(iii). 0 
Observe that x E cp(M @ N) if x = fly=, (m, @ ni)‘l, mi E M, n, E N, 1~ i 5 n, 
F, = kl. 
For k,k’ E K and t a positive integer we shall write 
/3,(k, k’) = fl (qk-’ @(k’+‘+‘r2k’)f) 
i=I 
Lemma 1.14. The map /3, has the following properties for k E K and x E 
cp(M@ N): 
P,(k, ax) = (c (?)] x1-’ . 
,=I 
(11) 
Proof. By formula (8), 
p,(ax, k) = n (X-‘+‘(k;;)~f-i-‘) = xl-’ 
,=I 
In the same way we get formula (11) from formula (9). Cl 
Lemma 1.15. For m E M, II E N and k E K we have the following relations: 
“{k} = (m@ qk’){k} , (12) 
“{k} = {k}(~,k-q@n). (13) 
Proof. We can write “k = k’k with k’ = “kk-I; then rr,k’ can be written n,k’ = 
mr,km-‘r,k-’ = mkrnm’ = m+m-1 and, as n2kt = r”rr2k71;k-1 we have k’ = 
a(m 8 r2k), so that 
{k’k) = WP,(k’, k)(k) = W’)Py@(m C3 qk), k){ k} 
= {“kk-‘}(m@ +m4+’ cqs (“+n@ ?i,k))) {k} ; 
i=, 
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by formula (6) we have {“‘HP’} = {(mTzkmm’, “‘.sr2krr2k~‘)} = (m@ n2k)“, so that 
4-I 
= ,Q’ (“‘(m @J %k))) {kl = cm @ ‘ir2kY){kl 1 
by equality (1) applied q - 1 times. 
The proof of formula (13) is similar. 0 
Now we have a fourth example of a crossed square. 
Proposition 1.16. The square 
with the action of G on M 8” N defined in 1.8 and the function h given by 
h(m, n) = m @ n is a crossed square. 
Proof. Let us check each property of a crossed square. 
(i) Let CY = +$ = ~5 ‘. We have 
a( “(m LB n)) = a( gnt C3 “n) = [ p( gm), v( “n)] 
= g[pm, vn]g-’ = ga(m @ n)g-’ , 
cr(R{k}) = a({“k}) = /A?r’(“k)Y = I_L(%-,kq) 
= g/_UT,k~g-’ = gc*({k})g_’ ) 
n(mw”)(mr C3 n’) = (m @ n)(m’ @ n’)(m @In)-’ 
because this equality is true in M @J N and carried by cp in M @“ N, 
and 
“(k’)(m@n) = “g”“(m@n) = {k}(m@n){k} ’ by (3) 
-)){k,} = +{k,} = (r,kq @ +‘“){k’} by Lemma 1.15 
= [{kI-, {k’)l{k’) = PHk’HkF by (5) 1 
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so (Y is a crossed module. It is easy to check that the morphisms A and A’ preserve 
the actions of the group G. 
(ii), (iv) and (v) are clear. 
(iii) To see that m @ 5 ‘1 = “‘11~ ’ it is enough to consider the two cases 
(4 
(b) 
m@(~‘(m’c3n’))=‘“(m’az’)(mmz’)-’ 
which comes from M @ N , 
m@[‘({k}) = m@ n2kY = “{k}{k}~’ 
by Lemma 1.15 , 
and observe that, if m@~‘l=“ll-’ and mC3,5~1’=“1111~~ for l,lEM@“N, then 
m @I [‘(ll’) = m @ @“(rn@ 5’1’) = “11-l C”(ml’lr~‘) 
= “‘11-11(“‘1!1’~~)1-’ = “‘(l/1)(111))’ 
by (1) and (i). 
The equality 51 C3 n = l”l-’ works the same way. q 
Corollary 1.17. The square 
MAYNt’N 
with the action of G on M A4 N defined in 1.8 and the function h given by 
h(m, n) = mAn is a crossed square. 0 
Corollary 1.18. The map (cp, l,, l,,,, 1,) (resp. (4, l,, l,,,, 1,)) is a crossed 
square homomorphism. 0 
Corollary 1.19. The equalities in Lemmas 1.13 and 1.14 extend to any x E 
MB9N. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the crossed square properties. 0 
Lemma 1.20. (1) With the action induced by the image of K in G the homo- 
morphism a is a crossed module. Furthermore, ~3 : M g9 N+ M X, N factors 
through a morphism a’ : M AqN+ K which is also a crossed module. 
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(2) Let k E K; then, in MB” N, we have {k’“} = {k}*’ and if q is odd 
{k”} = {k}“. 
(3) Let x E M @I~ N, k E K and s be a non-negative integer. Then we have in 
M 8” N, {,3x”} = {ox}” and in M A4 N, {k’} = {k}“. 
Proof. (1) Easy. 
(2) Let s be a strictly positive integer. By formula (4) one has 
{k’} = {kkxm’} = {k}p,(k, k”m’){k”m’} 
= (k) n n,k-’ @“I “+‘+(S-‘)f{k.\-‘} 
i=l 
but n,k-’ ,&++‘+,k(J-‘)I = T,k-’ @ ~lk(sp’)’ since l‘k = k and, by relations (1) 
and (3) 
i,- I 
{k’} = {k} ‘n (T,k-’ C3 r2k)+‘)‘{ k‘-‘) 
= {k}{k’-‘}(n,k-’ @n2k)(.5-‘)4(4-‘)i2 , 
so that, by induction on s: 
{kY} = {k}q(z+’ C3 ~zk)Y2(Yp’)2’4 
and 
{k%} = {k}*“(r,k-’ @ ~2J?(4-‘)(24-‘)/* . 
Formula (6) gives the result as q is a divisor of q*( q - 1)(2q - 1)/2, and of 
q2( q - 1)‘/4 if q is odd. 
(3) From Definition 1.9(iii), 
The last equality is a consequence of formula (7) and Remark 1.7. 0 
Corollary 1.21. If x E M A4 N, then {a’x} = xy. 
Proof. ForkEKwehave{~‘{k}}={kq}=(k}y;formEMandnENwehave 
{a’(mAn)} = {(m%‘, “‘WC )} = (mAn)4 by (6). Now let x,y E MAY N and 
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suppose that {a’x} = xq and {a’y} = y’; then, by formula (4), Remark 1.7 and 
Lemma 1.10 
{cY(xy)} = {d’x} (‘ii (pl(ax)-‘;i(“““+i~*(ay)f))) {d’y} 
,=I 
= {Xx} (ii’ [x-l, ““-““y’]){n’y} 
i=l 
Y-1 
= x9 fJ [x-l, J”‘-‘+syi])y” = (xy)Y . 
c 
0 
The homomorphism cp in Proposition 1.6 can be generalized. 
Theorem 1.22. Let p be a positive integer and let q’ = qp. Then: 
(1) We have a homomorphism cp’ : M B9’ N-+ M Bq N given by 
cp’(m@n) = mc3n and cp’{k} = {k”} 
formEM,nENandkEK. 
(2) The homomorphism cp’ induces a homomorphism I/I’ : M Aq’ N-+ M A9 N. 
(3) Let L = KI[M, N] then Coker cp’ and Coker I/J’ are isomorphic to LlpL. 
Proof. (1) and (2). We have to show that cp’ is compatible with relations (1) to 
(7). It is clear for relations (l), (2), (3). (5) and (7). 
Now, for m E M and n E N, we have in M 8’ N 
p’({(m”m-‘, mm- )I) = cp’({a(m @ n)>) = {a(m an)“> 
= {Cl(m@n)}P = {(m”m~‘, mnn-‘)}p 
= (m @ n)pq = cp’((m @n)““) , 
by Lemma 1.19 and formula (6) and so cp’ is compatible with relation (6). 
Relation (4) is somewhat longer to handle. 
For k,k’ E K and r a positive integer let 
I-1 
y,(k, k’) = n [k-‘, (k’-‘+‘k’)‘] = ap,(k, k’) , 
i=l 
so that (kk’)P = kpyP(k, k’)k”. 
Let us write p, = @,(k, k’) and y,, = y,,(k, k’). 
By formula (4), in M@‘N, {(kk’)“} can be written 
{(kk’)“} = {kqy,,k’p} = {k”}P,(k”, y,,k’p){ypk’p} 
= {k”M,(k”, ypk’P){ypMq(yp~ k”‘){k”> 
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By Lemma 1.14, 
by Lemma 1.18, {yP} = /?E, so that 
4-1 
Since 
{T$JPJ3;, k’“) = n Y&J 
i = 0 
we can write 
where 
4-l 
P,(k”, ,k’P) = n ( kP(‘~Y+‘)(7r,k-P @+T,($~)~))) ) 
r=, 
(y,,k’“)’ = y;y,(y,, krp)k’J’r, 
By formula (1) 
qk-“@(n(y;,y,(yp, k’“)k’“‘)) 
= ,rr,kmP @+-2(y;yi(yp, k’P)))Y;~1Y,(Y~,k”~)(7T,k-P @I,krp’) , 
by property (iii) of crossed squares (Definition 1.9) 
~,k-“@(dQ,t~p~ k’“))) = “-“(P;P,(r,, k’“>>(P;P,tr,~ k’“))-’ 
and, by property (b) of crossed modules (see pp. 140-141) 
YbY,(r,,.k’P)(~,k-P @ +2k’P’) 
= P;P,(r,, k”‘)(r,k-“@ G’“‘)(P;P;(r,~, k’“))-’ 7 
so that 
rr,k-” @ (r2(ypk’P)‘) 
= k-P(P’#,(~,,, k’Y))(n-,k-P @ ~zk’“‘)(P’,P,(y,,, klp))-’ 
and 
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y-1 
P,(kY, Y,]k’“) = n (“““~““‘(“~“(p~B,(r,, k’P)) qk_P 8 7r2k’“‘) 
r=l 
x (P;Pk& k’“))r’N 
Now, by Lemma 1.14, 
1-I 
P;(Y,, k’,> = P;-’ n (“‘“‘p,) ) 
;=I 
so that 
Thus we have 
{(kk’)“} = {k’; 
Recall that 
p - I 
= f3 (k’“‘(qkm’ @“‘-“+‘(7r2,9)) ; 
since k’“z(n,k-’ @ k’mP(n-2k2kl”)) = 1 we can write as well 
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by formula (1) 
by formula (2) 
(7T,k’-f+l @ 7T2k,fP)~‘(k’~p+‘(?T,k-’ @ +trP))- 
= (n-,kmP+'@ n2kriP)-' , 
so that 
Thus 
and 
(n-,k-"8 n-2k?kliP)(k'p'/3p) = n (qk-‘8 k’-“+‘(n2k’J+ip)) , 
,=(I 
whence 
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= {k”} fl (+- ~~“I”“+‘(7T2kIj)){kIt’} 
,=I 
= {k”}&(k, k’){k’“) , 
so (1) and (2) are done. 
(3) Consider the following commutative diagram: 
M@NA M@““N-L-l 
I I v’ i 
M@N- MBqN -L-l 
Ip 
where the map 4 is multiplication by p. An easy diagram chasing gives the result. 
The same can be done with MAN, M Aq N and M Apy N. q 
Definition 1.23. Given two groups M and N with compatible actions on each 
other, i.e., such that 
the Peiffer product M w N of these groups is the quotient of the free product 
M * N by the (normal) subgroup generated by elements mnK’“n~’ and 
-It1 -1 
nmn m for m E M and n E N. 
The Peiffer product was defined by Whitehead in [18]. As a consequence of the 
compatibility condition the actions of M * N on M and on N factor through 
M w N and the canonical maps M -+ M w N and N+ M w N are crossed 
modules; see [6] for more details. So we can define an ‘absolute’ tensor product 
modulo q of two groups M and N with compatible actions on each other by 
considering them as M w N-crossed modules. For example, we have the fol- 
lowing: 
Proposition 1.24. Let M and N be two groups acting trivially on each other. Then 
we have an isomorphism 
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M Bq N = (M”“/qM”h) C& (NlqN”“) 
Proof. Let P = M w N. In case of trivial action the Peiffer commutators are just 
the usual commutators and P is the product P = M X N. Clearly the group 
K = M x,, N is trivial. So the homomorphism cp in Proposition 1.6 is surjective. By 
[3] in the case of trivial actions one has M 63 N = MU’ Blr N”‘. Furthermore, any 
element in M 8’ N has an order dividing 4, by relation (6). 0 
2. The universal q-central relative extension 
From now on M and N are two normal subgroups of the group G, so that we 
have a canonical identification 
K=Mx,;N=MfIN, 
sending (k ,k) onto k. 
Thus the maps x, and rr2, becoming the canonical injections can be forgotten in 
relations (4), (5) and (7), 
‘, - I 
{kk’} = {k} n (k~‘~(“‘~““k’)‘){k’} , 
i-1 
(4) 
[{k}, {k’}] = k”@k’q, (5) 
k@k=l, 
We write M #(, N for 
M #q N is the normal 
m E M, n E N and k E 
kEK. (7) 
the image of M 8’ N and MA’ N in K = M f’ N. Whence 
subgroup of G generated by elements [m, n] and k“, 
K. 
Definition 2.1. Let (Y : G+ Q be a surjective group homomorphism and let A be 
a Q-module. A relative extension of (Y by A is an exact sequence 
I-A- E’1- G&Q-l 
such that p is a crossed module. 
Recall that a G-equivarient homomorphism, cp, between two G-groups E and 
E’ is a homomorphism cp such that cp(“x) = “cp(x). 
There is a natural category structure on relative extensions of LY. 
Definition 2.2. Let 
l-A-EL G&Q-l 
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and 
l-/If-E”1 GAQ-1 
be two relative extensions of (Y. A morphism of relative extensions is a G-groups 
homomorphism cp : E-, E’ such that p’cp = CL. 
Observe that, by restriction, cp induces a Q-modules homomorphism: A-+ A’. 
Definition 2.3. A relative extension of (Y by A is called a q-central relative 
extension if Q acts trivially on A and if a4 = 1 for any a E A. 
Definition 2.4. A q-central relative extension of (Y is said to be universal if it is an 
initial object in the category of q-central relative extensions of (Y, i.e. there exists 
a unique morphism of relative extensions from it to any q-central relative 
extension of (Y. 
Definition 2.5. A G-module A is G-q-perfect if A is generated by elements 
aa’a-‘“u’P1 and a”,a,a’ E A, g E G. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a group and N a normal subgroup. Then the G-module 
N A“ G is G-q-perfect if and only if N = N #q G = t(N). 
Proof. First suppose N = N #s G and let n E N and g E G; then n = t(x) for 
some x E N A’ G, thus, by Definition 1.9(iii), nAg = [(x)Ag = x’x-’ and {n} = 
{ 5(x)) = xy by C orollary 1.21. As N A4 G is generated by elements nAg and {n} 
it is G-q-perfect. 
Conversely, suppose that N A4 G is G-q-perfect. Then consider the surjective 
homomorphism $ : N A4 G+ NI[N, G] given by Proposition 1.6. By surjectivity, 
as the elements xRxm’ and x“ generate N A4 G, their images ,$(x”x-‘) = 1 and 
8x”) = 81)” g enerate NI[N, G]; so N = N #y G. Cl 
Corollary 2.7. If the sequence 
l-N-G&Q-l 
of groups is exact, then the sequence 
NA’G-G_P.,Q-, 
is exact if and only if N = N #y G. 0 
Since the surjectivity argument in the proof of Lemma 2.6 always works, we 
have the following: 
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Proposition 2.8. Let 
(4 l-A- ES- G&Q-l 
be u q-central relative extension of a. Suppose that N # N #‘, G. Then the group E 
is not G-q-perfect and the q-central relative extension (e) is not universal. 
Proof. As observed just before if the group E was G-q-perfect it would be the 
case of the group N. Now we can copy the proof of Lemma 9 in [12] to get a 
q-central relative extension (e’) of (Y and two different morphisms from (e) to 
(e’). 0 
Corollary 2.9. If the group N is not G-q-perfect there is no universal q-central 
relative extension of (Y. 0 
Lemma 2.10. Let 
l-A- EL G&Q-l 
be a q-central relative extension of cr. Then 
(i) ifx,yEEandxyEA, wehavex’y“=l; 
(ii) ifgEG,x,yEE and xP’y E A, we have xXxX’ = y”y-‘. 
Proof. (i) Since xy E A these two elements commute, xy = yx, and so xyyy = 
(xy)” = 1. 
(ii) Since xm’y E A we have ‘(x-‘y) = x-‘y, thus (x”x-‘)(y”yP’)-’ = 
xRx- ‘gyy-’ = xX(x_‘y)y-’ = x(x_‘y)y_’ = 1. 0 
Theorem 2.11. Let 
l-N-G&Q-l 
be an exact sequence of groups with N = N #q G; let V= Ker( 5 : N A’ G -+ G). 
Then the exact sequence 
I-V- NA’G+GA Q-1 
is the universal q-central relative extension of (Y. 
Proof. This sequence is exact by Corollary 2.7 and it is q-central since the group 
G acts trivially on Ker 5 by Lemma 1.10 and Corollary 1.17. By Corollary 1.21 if 
xEKer<one hasxY={e(x)}=l. 
Now let 
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be a q-central relative extension of (Y. Let 0 : N + E be a set-theoretic section of 6 
and define the map x : NAY G+ E by x(nAg) = f3(n)%(n))’ and x((n)) = e(n)‘. 
Then the map x preserves relations (1) to (7): 
(1) X(nAgg’) = e(n)%(n))’ = e(n)“e(n)_‘“(e(n)“‘e(n)~‘) 
= x(&)Kx(~w) 
(2) By Lemma 2.1O(ii), 
X(nn’Ag) = e(nn~)ge(nnr)-’ = e(n)e(n’)“(e(?2)e(n’)>-’ 
= e(n)x(n’Ag)e(n)-‘,y(nAg) = “,y(n’Ag)x(nAg) 
(3) Using the crossed modules properties and Lemma 2.1O(ii), 
xW)xWdxW-’ 
= e(k)ye(n)ge(n)-‘e(k)-” 
= e(k)“e(n)e(k)~“e(k)““““(e(k>Ye(n)le(k)Y>e(~)~4 
= e(kYnk-Y)XYfik-Ye(k4nk~4)~’ 
= e( *yn)kyge( kyn)- ’ = x( k4nAkqg) . 
(4) Using Lemma 2.10(i), e(kk’)’ = 0(k)r3(k’))” since 13(kk’)(0(k)e(k’))-’ E A 
and 
x((w)) = (e(k)e(qy = e(k)4 (jj’ [e(k)-‘, (i’mq+‘e(k’))‘]) e(ky 
,=I 
(5) Using again Lemma 2.1O(ii), [x((k)), ~({k’})] = [e(ky, e(ky] = 
e(k)qk’qe(k)-y = x(kqAvY). 
(6) Using Lemma 2.10(i), X~L gl)) = e(h gi)Y = (ewe(V)” = 
x(n&Y. 
(7) x(kAk) = e(qke(k)-’ = 1. 
Moreover, x is G-equivariant. Indeed, let g,g’ E G and n E N; then, using 
Lemma 2.10(i), 
x(g{n)) = e(%y = (ge(q = ye(q = “x({n>> 
and, using Lemma 2.1O(ii) 
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x( kyn&‘)) = (j( $)SK’Q( En)-’ = “@p-‘(“qn)-‘) = “*(nAg’) 
The homomorphism x is unique since N A” G is G-q-perfect and therefore is 
generated by elements ‘xx~’ and y”,x,y E N A4 G, g E G; thus if 8x = 8x’, the 
elements x(y)*‘(y))’ and X(X)- ‘X’(X) are in Ker 6 ; the result follows from 
Lemma 2.10. 0 
Remark 2.12. This result can be expressed in terms of derived functors. For a 
group G let U”(G) = G #(, G be the verbal subgroup of G corresponding to the 
variety of abelian groups of exponent q; let Q’(G) = G/U”(G). Let Gr be the 
category of groups and Gr, be the category of group surjections. Then we have 
two functors UC{ and 021 y : Gr, + Gr defined for (Y an object in Gr, by 
U’{(u) = Ker(U”(a)) and %:(a) = Ker(%“(cz)) 
In this setting the derived functors L,, UC{ and L,, 021’; are defined via simplicial 
resolutions (see [16] or [17]) and we have the following: 
Lemma 2.13. (1) Lc,U’{(a) = N A’ G. 
(2) L,,%‘;(a) = N/N #(, G. 
Proof. See [.5]. 0 
Corollary 2.14. (1) V= L,%:(a). 
(2) Zf L,,%;(a) = 1, the sequence 
I- L,%‘II(a)- NA”G-G-Q-1 
is the universal q-central relative extension of (Y. 
Proof. By [l, Proposition 5.11 the sequence 
l-L,%:(a)- L,,W(cf- Ker( a) - &~;(~)-I 
is exact; so Lemma 2.13 gives the result. 0 
Remark 2.15. In [5] a long exact homology sequence is associated to a group G 
with a normal subgroup N (see [17] for a generalisation). If Q = G/N, this 
sequence can be written 
H,(G, Z/q)- H,(Q, Z/q)+ V-+ H,(G, Z/q) 
+ &(Q, Z/q)+ NIN#, G+ H,(G, Z/q) 
+H,(Q,Ziq)-0. 
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Using notations of [12] we have 
NIN #y G = H2( Q, G; Z/q) = H,(a, Z/q) , 
V= Hj(Q, G; Z/q> = &(a, Z/q), 
so that Corollary 2.14 can be rewritten as follows: 
Corollary 2.16. The surjective homomorphism (Y has a universal q-central relative 
extension if and only if H,(cu, Z/q) = 0. Then the sequence 
I- H,(+ z iq)- NA’G-G-Q-1 
is the universal q-central relative extension of IY. 0 
Remark 2.17. In [I] the term V, = Ker(M A’ N+ M f? N) is introduced in the 
long exact sequence associated to the group G and two subgroups M and N. The 
canonical map Z ipq + L iq induces a natural map of homology sequences. Then 
the homomorphism v,,- V, is induced by the map in Theorem 1.22. 
We end with a miscellaneous result. 
Proposition 2.18. Let M and N be two normal subgroup of a group G and suppose 
that Mn N= M#yN. Then we have M@“N= MAC/N. 
Proof. Any element k in K = M n N being in the image of M ‘8” N can be written 
k = ((1) = t’(1); thus we have k 63 k = S(l)@ S’(l) = [I, I] = 1 by Lemma 1.10. 0 
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